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My outlook

– Background in consulting, putting together 

management teams for technology start-ups

– CEO and co-founder of Swedish vendor Hansoft, 

project management and issue tracking tool for agile 

and lean software development

– Builds on principles of team empowerment, increased 

communication, transparency, and collaboration

– Frequent speaker at Agile and Game Developer 

conferences. Examples 2009: keynote @ the European Scrum 

Gathering, keynote @ Develop in Brighton, speaker @ US Scrum 

Gathering, speaker @ Noridic Game



What does the tool do?
Hansoft 6.0 – collaborative tool for:

» Project planning and tracking

» Agile and Lean project management methods

» Collaborative Gantt scheduling

» Defect Tracking / QA

» Workload coordination

» Project portfolio overview

» Document management







Typical Hansoft projects?

» 30-200 (sometimes more) developers

working on one product

» Several of these large projects in parallel -

portfolio

» Sometimes distributed across several continents

» Outsourcing partners involved in the tool

» Clients involved in the tool

» Different project management style in different 

projects, different level of project management 

maturity



How to scale the agile implementation in the organisation?







How to scale the agile implementation in the organisation?

» Budget time and resources for the 

coaching effort needed to support the 

implementation

» Coach the coaches

» Who makes a good coach?



Working with geographically distributed teams

» Reducing cost? 

» Gaining access to unique competence? 

» Flexibility of rapidly increasing and 

decreasing the number of people in the 

team without making large hiring 

commitments? 







A living plan

A plan and backlog that is not living will quickly become useless

» Organise the sprint plan and backlog the way you are actually organised. 

If you want to change the organisation make sure that happens at the 

same time as the backlog and the plan is reorganised to not lose buy in 

for the backlog and plan.

» Make sure the plan and backlog reflect reality by making sure it is up to 

date and match what people are doing on the team. If a tool is used 

make sure it is liked by the team. This has been one of the key success 

factors of Hansoft.

» Make sure all the info is shared and easily accessible for everyone.

» If the plan and backlog is in a tool it should be flexible enough to match 

the organisation so the organisation doesn’t have to adjust to the tool. 

Flexibility also means allowing changes along the way to enable 

continued improvement of processes



















Integration

» Integration SDK

C, C++ and .NET layers, can access all data 

and functionality on the Hansoft server

» Ready-made integrations with Active Directory 

and Perforce

"Hansoft's integration offers an intelligent agile solution that supports the 

workflow Perforce users are accustomed to. This integration once again 

demonstrates that Perforce's flexible architecture can support best of breed 

technologies like Hansoft". 

John Walker, manager of Perforce's Partner

and Integration Program
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